Getting from San Jose del Cabo Airport (SJD) / BBB Rental to El Ganzo
https://www.mapmyrun.com/routes/view/2891432683
Here is a MapMyRun of the directions getting from the BBB Rental Car location to El Ganzo.
Below, I am highlighting important parts of the drive to hopefully make it a bit less confusing.
Also the direction distances will be in KM because that is what the cars use.
Here is an overall map of the route

Here is an annotated map with call outs for directions below

When you get out of Customs, continue past all the vendors trying to sell you trips. You will exit
out to an area with bars off the left and right and a lot of people with signs.
There are many guys wearing this shirt / outfit.

Any one of the guys in the turquoise shirts is fine. They will bring you to BBB Rental.

After leaving BBB Rental, turn right going back toward the airport.
1.  Take the right fork toward C San Lucas / Z Hotelera Cuota

2. Just after driving about 3 KM, you will encounter the toll booth.

Hit the red button to get a toll ticket.

Here is an annotated map with call outs for directions below

3. After 8 KM you will take the right "exit" toward San Jose Del Cabo

After KM 11 you will encounter the toll booth where you will pay $2.15 (I believe 40 Pesos)

4. After KM 12 it gets a bit tricky going through the roundabout, just know you have to go
straight through the roundabout. When you get through the roundabout you want the La Comer
supermarket to your right side.

Initially stay to the left so you can go around through the roundabout. If you go to the right then
you will miss it.

The driving in Mexico through roundabouts is not truly defined. If traffic is in the roundabout you
will stop. If it is clear then you can gently ease it but a lot of the time if you came to a full stop
before the roundabout then people in the roundabout will see that and most likely stop to let you
in but it isn't guaranteed but a cautious aggressiveness is needed.
The roundabout is three lanes going north and south and two lanes east and west. You want to
start in the left most lane going east, this will indicate you want to cross over the three lanes
going south. When you encounter the two lanes you want to be in the right most lane, this will
indicate you want to cross over the three lanes going north.
You made it through the worst part, hooray! If you ended up heading south, well that isn't ideal
but to get going north again stay on the main road for a few KM. The safest place to turn
around will be in 5 KM. It is called Palmilla, it has an overpass turn around. Exit to the right,
turn around heading north and in 5 KM you'll be back at the roundabout ready to head to the
right after La Comer.
5. After you made it through the Roundabout and have La Comer on your right, continue
straight til you come to a T and take a left. On your right is a string of big hotels.
6. After you Pass the Omnia there is a roundabout where you will turn left.
7. This road will lead you close to the town center. At the first roundabout though you will take
the right turn and head on the elevated highway.
8. After the elevated highway you will head left on the roundabout (the only direction to go on
that roundabout). You will go straight through two more roundabouts.
9. The next roundabout after that you will take a right.
The following two roundabouts you'll take a left (10) then a right (11). At this point follow the
road straight and you will see El Ganzo on the right where you can valet your vehicle.
Welcome to El Ganzo!

